Hyperlink Economy

Triangulated results of ‘WWW’ query in Google, Yahoo!, MSN and Teoma, 26 April 2005.

Google, Yahoo!, MSN and Teoma were selected for they are the only leading search engines that do not rely on other engines for primary and secondary results. See http://www.search-this.com/search_engine_decoder.asp.

Source: http://pzwart2.wdka.hro.nl/~dantic/Sites/II_sem_project/introduction.html
Hyperlink Economy

Triangulated results of 'WWW' query in Google, Yahoo!, MSN and Teoma, 28 February to 26 April 2005, with profiles of top actors from the categories: open source organizations, computer companies, search engine companies, non-computer companies, news companies, non-governmental organizations and governmental bodies.